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Abstract:File sharing applications using cloud storage are increasingly popular for personal and business 

use. Due to data protection concerns, end-to-end encryption is often a desired feature of these applications. 

Many attempts at designing cryptographic solutions fail to be adopted due to missing relevant features. We 

present SeGShare, a new architecture for end-to-end encrypted, group-based file sharing using trusted 

execution environments (TEE), e.g., Intel SGX. SeGShare is the first solution to protect the confidentiality 

and integrity of all data and management files; enforce immediate permission and membership revocations; 

support deduplication; and mitigate rollback attacks. Next to authentication, authorization and file system 

management, our implementation features an optimized TLS layer that enables high throughput and low 

latency. The encryption overhead of our implementation is extremely small in computation and storage 

resources. Our enclave code comprises less than 8500 lines of code enabling efficient mitigation of common 

pitfalls in deploying code. 
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